
 

 

 

 

 

 

Mission Statement 

To offer guidance, knowledge and instructions to “promote” enlightenment through the instruction of 

wholistic disciplines, which advances the total development of the individual in mind, body, spirit and soul; 

to use a balanced brain to thus balance and enhance the life. 

Basic Discipline & Advanced Disciplines Workshop 2017 – Glossary 

Balancing – A focusing exercise that clears old neurochemicals and facilitates the development and 

recognition of new neurotransmitters and behavior patterns.  This exercise equalizes the use of the left and 

right hemispheres of the brain, causing the individual to become hemi-sync™ eliminating any deficiencies in 

chemical and electrical transmissions between the right and left hemispheres of the brain.  

Brain Yoga – Brain yoga activates the qualities that are cosmically inherited from the lower life form species 

which form a constitutional portion of the Hueman brain known as the Allocortexx.  Activation of the 

Allocortex allows us to embody specific qualities from lower species, so that we can access them when 

desired, in our daily lives.  These qualities include, but are not limited to exceptional jumping abilities, 

proficient swimming skills, stealth-like running, incredible strength, endurance, and more 

Breadth Initiations – Cobra Breathing: Channeled breathing to control the Kundalini energy; bringing the 

energy upward into flooding the brain thus energizing all brain circuits.  This is a powerful method of 

opening the inner eye to view things as they truly are rather than in ways that only support the ego. Healing 

Sound Breathing techniques also exercise and restore proper and full function to all internal organ systems 

of the body. 
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Sending & Receiving - -Basic training of the “Telepathic Area of the Brain to see and hear the mental and 

visual activities of another’s Brain. A training in the basic stages of Telepathic synchronicity.  

Candle Focus – Focus that specifically facilitates inner eye development (the soul’s eye) which allows one to 

see the true essence of all things including future events.  This focus allows the intense concentration of 

diamond structured photons of light to enter deep into the brain which invites intuition to guide the brain 

function, thus the body, even in moments of noise. 

Engram Walk – Manifestation through walking by becoming your desire.  The message projected in the brain 

manifests as reality.  The muscles are programmed to produce that result which you envision as you walk.  

The advanced level teaches us to move beyond the technique and to know ourselves as that which we 

envision while moving into a state of acceptance.  

Meditation – Familiarizes one’s self with God’s essence through silent acknowledgement of the soul.  Here, 

intuition is honed and the soul is free to take control over the body. Familiarization with the soul allows you 

to recognize instances of intuition amidst “chaos”.  This mental silence and stillness is where God/Soul 

speaks. 

Phonic Meditation – Aligns all subtle energetic bodies; physical, causal, mental, etheric and then the soul.  

When all bodies are aligned this permits the soul to dominate and occupy the body. This transforms the 

dominance of the personality over the physical body. 

Star Focus – Builds a connection with a star to get insight from higher consciousness.  With a clear mind, the 

star rays will connect to the body and offer Universal guidance. We are “Star People”. This exercise 

reconnects one back to their “Home Star(s)”. 

Wilderness Experience – To connect with the Earth so that you can receive direct communications from 

Mother Nature especially in such changing times as these; Earth will provide you with a safe place.  Designed 

to acquire basic outdoor living skills to survive and thrive off of the land.  

Blind Sight - The ability to use the rods and cones of the PINEAL gland to visualize the outer world, learning 

how to see using the Mind’s Eye. 

Grid Work – Training the eyes to see and focus on the light grid visible 45 minutes before sunset and sunrise. 

 


